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Abstract. As a representative art form between drawing and sculpture, bas-relief

is widely used in media for signs, narratives, and decorations. Recent works focus

on producing bas-reliefs with fewer interactions and manual efforts. However, they

are limited to the large storage size of modeling results that hinder fast rendering

and downstream geometry processing (e.g., bas-relief editing). We propose a mesh-

based modeling framework to generate progressive bas-reliefs with different resolutions

from editable normal image. Specifically, 1) the normal image is down-sampled to

eliminate redundant information but with its visual saliency preserved. 2) To avoid

adding any integrability constraints, the editable normal image is changed to mesh

representation as the discrete geometry processing setup. 3) A surface-from-gradients

(SfG) is improved to fit our bas-relief reconstruction with both height and normal

constraints. Our method can produce more portable bas-reliefs with smaller sizes for

fast visualization, geometry processing, and feeding CNC and 3D printing devices in

practice. Experiments show that our method competes favorably with existing methods

in visual quality and surface accuracy.

1. Introduction

Depth cameras and laser scanners [1] [2] have been widely used to capture the digital

surfaces of physical objects. This technique facilitates a great number of applications,

such as 3D printing [3] [4] [5] and large-scale measurements. Mesh also plays an

important role in subsequent geometry processing tasks, like measurement, surface

reconstruction[6] and filtering [7] [8].

Relief serves as a bridge between 2D paintings and 3D sculptures, which has been

used for thousands of years. Bas-relief is one type of reliefs, aiming to compress a full

3D scenario into a 2.5D flat background with well-preserved details. Also, a bas-relief
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can be represented by a height field, which has a single z depth for each point with its x-

and y-coordinate fixed. In addition, the parts of a bas-relief nearest to the viewer should

elevate most [9]. This art medium is commonly used in industrial design, architecture

and handiwork. In recent years, bas-relief manufacturing has become easier, due to the

advanced CNC and 3D printing techniques.

Most previous methods of bas-relief modeling borrow the ideas from tone mapping

[10] [11] [12] of high dynamic range (HDR) images. However, these HDR-based

techniques tend to preserve the information of structures rather than details when

compressing the overall range of depth.

Recently, the normal image space [13] has been utilized for bas-relief production by

replacing the conventional 3D object space. This normal-based method is intrinsically

free from depth discontinuity, thus avoiding to remove depth intervals between back

objects and front objects explicitly. Based on the normal image space, we propose a

novel progressive bas-relief modeling approach, which can produce portable bas-reliefs

for many applications.

After obtaining a resampled normal image with its features preserved, and

triangulation, we can reconstruct a bas-relief by two geometric processing steps: 1)

a local shaping step is applied to compute the vertices position of facets in terms of its

target normal and its current shape; 2) a global blending step is performed to stitch all

broken facets to form a connected bas-relief mesh. It can be solved in a least-squares

sense, which is quite efficient. Fig. 1 gives an example, which demonstrates that our

method can produce level-of-detail bas-reliefs from a normal image. These bas-reliefs

possess different resolutions and sizes but with their visual differences being observed

difficultly.

Figure 1. The bas-relief modeling results of horsewoman with different values of k,

which is used to control the density of sampling results in the first stage. From left to

right: (a) input normal image; (b) k=5/8; (c) k=5/9; (d) k=1/2.

In this paper, we propose an efficient framework to produce bas-reliefs based on

normal images more reasonably. The main contributions are two-fold:

• We adopt a simple but effective approach to reduce the computation cost in
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Figure 2. The pipeline of our proposed bas-relief generation algorithm. Our method

takes an original normal image as input, extracts the feature lines and resamples normal

field adaptively, followed by recovering the height field of a bas-relief from the edited

normal image.

the successive reconstruction step, which achieves feature-aware resampling on normal

images. For a normal image, the flat background is sparsely sampled while the feature

region is densely sampled.

• We model the bas-relief generation problem as a discrete geometry processing

setup without adding constraints of integrability.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We first review the related works

and conclude state-of-the-art methods in Section 2. Next, we elaborate the normal image

editing framework in Section 3. Then, the local shaping and global blending steps are

introduced in Section 4. Finally, we present experimental results and conclude this

paper in Section 5 and Section 6, respectively.

2. Related Work

Automatic generation of bas-reliefs is a young but intriguing topic in computer graphics

field. We roughly divide the previous bas-relief generation approaches into three

categories.

Image-based methods: This class of methods utilizes 2D images to generate

bas-reliefs. Li et al. [14] present a two-level approach for bas-relief estimation from

single images, aiming at restoring brick and stone relief from their rubbing images in a

visually plausible manner. Starting from a photograph of a human face, Wu et al. [15]

first generate a plausible image of a bas-relief from the same face and then apply shape-

from-shading to this generated bas-relief image to determine the 3D shape of the final

bas-relief. To suppress unwanted details, Wu et al. [16] incorporate non-photorealistic

rendering to weaken unwanted details on the one hand and strengthen important features

on the other hand. Zeng et al. [17] propose an algorithm for generating a bas-relief. They
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first determine layers based on relative depth ordering of objects (and their parts) in the

image, and construct surfaces in the 3D relief model with this information. Thien et al.

[18] describe a novel method for generating a bas-relief surface from the photographic

image of a human face. They resolve the problem of erroneous 3D depth caused by dark

pixel values via detecting the facial features and making them protrude by adjusting

the brightness values of these pixels. By combining a homogeneous height field and an

inhomogeneous height field together via a nonlinear compression function, Zhang et al.

[19] design a mesh-based modeling system to generate Chinese calligraphy reliefs from

a single image.

3D model-based methods: Cignoni et al. [9] treat bas-relief generation as a

problem of compressing the depth of a 3D scene onto a view plane, followed by a variety

of variants. Weyrich et al. [20] present a system for semi-automatic creation of bas-

relief sculptures. They do not compress the depths directly, but nonlinearly compress the

gradient magnitude to remove depth discontinuities. The bas-relief is then reconstructed

by integrating the gradient field in a least-squares sense, which also permits the control

of different scale features. Kerber et al. [21] address the problem of fine features

suppressing by tailoring a filtering technique that achieves good compression without

compromising the quality of surface details. Song et al. [22] combine the concepts of

mesh saliency and shape exaggeration together based on the representation of discrete

differential coordinates, and a bas-relief is finally generated by a diffusion process. Bian

and Hu [23] use Laplacian coordinates to explicitly record and add back small-scale

features after compression, while Laplacian sharpening is used to enhance fine details in

the final relief. Starting from an input height field, Sun et al. [12] present an algorithm

to automatically generate bas-reliefs based on adaptive histogram equalization. On the

basis of theoretical foundation of gradient-based mesh deformation, Zhang et al. [24]

design a method that deforms the input mesh implicitly through gradient manipulation

to yield the bas-relief.

Normal-based methods: Traditional 3D model-based bas-relief modeling

methods are often limited to model-dependent and monotonic relief styles. To relieve

it, Ji et al. [13] develop a simple and intuitive modeling technique for creating digital

bas-reliefs. The predominant feature of this method is that it is able to produce different

styles of bas-reliefs and permits the design of bas-reliefs in normal image space rather

than object space. Based on the observation that the normal field can be decomposed

into a piecewise smooth base layer and a detail layer, Wei et al. [25] propose a simple

and effective solution for two kinds of bas-relief modeling (i.e., structure-preserving and

detail-preserving). Schüller et al. [26] propose a unified framework to create surfaces

that depict certain shapes from prescribed viewpoints, as a generalization of bas-reliefs.

In this framework, the normals of the computed surface optimally approximate the

normals of a given 3D shape or scene, while strictly obeying the given depth- or volume-

confinement constraint. To utilize normals more reasonably, Ji et al. [27] develop a DoG-

like filter to decompose a given normal image. In addition, a variational formulation

with a data fidelity term and a regularization term is proposed to control the global
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appearance of the resulting bas-relief.

Surface-from-Gradients (SfG) [28] has been proposed to reconstruct a surface from

a given normal field, based on discrete geometry processing. It brings three advantages:

(1) preserving sharp features, (2) handling sparse/incomplete set of gradients, and (3)

allowing irregular boundaries to occur in the computing domain. However, such an SfG

method cannot directly used in bas-relief production, because its target is to recover the

full scenario in 3D space. Our goal is to preserve fine details of the appearance while

compressing the overall depth range by surface reconstruction. SfG and our method

share the similar steps of recovering the surface from a normal field, but we construct

the height field with height constrains. In this paper, we extend this SfG method to

generate bas-relief in 2.5D space.

3. Normal Image Resampling

The main challenge of bas-relief modeling is to squeeze a full 3D object into a 2.5D flat

surface while preserving details as much as possible. In this work, we use a normal image

as input to solve the problem of bas-relief production, which avoids depth discontinuities

on occluding boundaries intrinsically. In previous studies, a height field is usually

recovered from a given grid normal field N , which takes up too much time on computing

the flat background height (it is actually 0). Therefore, we introduce a significantly

different and efficient normal image editing framework, which realizes feature-aware

resampling. Then a height field is recovered from the non-uniform sampling normal

field N ′.

Figure 3. Planar triangulation results with different parameter k. From left to right:

(a) k=5/8; (b) k=5/9; (c) k=1/2.

The goal of the first step is to generate a planar feature-aware triangular mesh.

With this purpose, we first employ canny descriptor [29] in edge detection. As shown in

Fig. 2, a rough sketch of feature lines is obtained. Then, we define a density function
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as follows,

ρ = 1/dk, (1)

where d is the shortest distance from a seed point to the feature lines, k is a parameter

to control the density of sampling results.

A new point set can be calculated according to the Eq. 1 by using Centroidal

Voronoi tessellation (CVT) [30]. It is well-known that the dual tessellation (in a graph-

theoretical sense) to a Centroidal Voronoi tessellation is the Delaunay triangulation

(DT). Therefore, we can easily acquire the 2D triangular mesh [31] after a few iterations.

Fig. 3 shows the planar triangulation results with the parameter k of different

values. A smaller k produces more smoothing triangulation, which makes the final bas-

relief closer to the shape that the normal field N represents. From the results, we can

see that our method, which resamples pixels in the image domain, allows us to attenuate

the trivial background region while boosting the feature region. The following bas-relief

modeling step can be performed mainly on the detected feature regions rather than the

whole field.

4. Bas-relief Modeling

After the stage of normal image resampling, a set of 2D points in the image domain

is collected. Each point is assembled with a normal. Without loss of generality, the

normal n′i of a facet fi can be calculated by averaging three normals of its associated

three vertices. Our goal is to calculate a height field whose normals resemble to the

modified normal field N ′.

We use OpenGL Shading Language to normalize and render a normal image of

camera space from an desirable view. Since the normalized normal components falls

into the interval [-1,1], we linearly transform the normals into [0,1] to store as normal

image channels. We then introduce a discrete geometry processing setup as following:

• Each facet consists of three vertices v1, v2, v3. All individual facets form a

triangular mesh M . A planar triangular mesh is shown in Fig. 4(a), which is constructed

on a resampled normal image.

• Each point is initially in XOY plane and the height(along z direction) is set to be

zero. Fig. 4(b) presents the result of a bas-relief, generated by dragging planar points

to right positions.
We solve the problem of bas-relief production via a local/global strategy (see the

pipeline in Fig. 2). In local shaping, we deform the individual facet according to its
modified normal and its current shape, which breaks the integral mesh M into a set of
discrete facets. In global blending, these disconnected facets are glued together to form
a new bas-relief mesh.
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Figure 4. Bas-relief modeling results from a model set captured by a laser scanner. (a)

adaptive resampling normal field; (b) the bas-relief recovered from the above normal

image.

X

Y

Z

Figure 5. Illustration for the projection of local shaping. The triangle formed by

dashed line segments is the new one.
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Figure 6. Bas-relief modeling results with different parameter values. (a) input

normal image; (b) result without normal image resampling, the facet number of the

mesh is 686k and the computation time is 45.2s; (c) k=1/2, the facet number of the

mesh is 400k and the computation time is 30.8 s; (d) k=5/9, the facet number of the

mesh is 250k and the computation time is 22.6 s; (e) k=5/7, the facet number of the

mesh is 150k and the computation time is 10.2 s.

4.1. Local shaping

Three vertices v1, v2 and v3 of a triangular facet fi are projected onto the tangent plane

with a new normal n′i. The plane also passes through the centroid ci of facet fi. Denote

the projected vertices as v′1, v
′
2 and v′3. The projection process is illustrated in Fig.

5. For bas-relief generation, the x-component and y-component are always fixed and

unchanged during bas-relief modeling. Therefore, we just need to move the point along

z-axis to the target position. For any vertex v, the local shaping step projects its current

position onto the closet points in each adjacent facet. Consequently, each region with

a target normal will produce a new position of v. A blending operation is applied to

compute the accurate vertex height of the mesh.

4.2. Global blending

The mesh is deformed into a new shape, in which the vertices positions of each facet give

the same shape as the projected one. The z components of a face fi,j can be organized

as a column vector:

z(fi,j) = (vz1, v
z
2, v

z
3)T . (2)

Then an energy function is minimized to make z(fi,j) as close as possible to p(fi,j),
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Figure 7. Bas-relief modeling results with different parameter k, the color coding

shows the vertex-to-vertex errors between the resampling normal image based bas-

relief mesh and the ground truth, which have been normalized by the bounding box

diagonal length of the input mesh. (a) ground truth; (b) normal image resampling

with k=1/2; (c) normal image resampling with k=5/9; (d) normal image resampling

with k=5/7.

which is the corresponding projection vector:

Θ({zi,j}) =
∑
fi,j

[||Z(fi,j)− P (fi,j)||2 + β||zi,j − δ||2], (3)

where parameter β determines the bas-relief style (roundness or flatness). δ is a threshold

used to limit the height range. However, the enforcement of letting z(fi,j) = p(fi,j) can

be too restrictive. Therefore, we solve the relaxed function through mean-subtraction,

which can accelerate the convergence of iterations (just one iteration is required in our

bas-relief modeling). Similar to Xie et al. [28], we subtract the mean of vertices inside

z(fi,j) and p(fi,j) to compare their corresponding vectors. A matrix R can be calculated

as:

R = I3×3 −
1

3
1, (4)

where 1 is a 3×3 matrix with all elements equal to 1. Therefore, the energy minimization

problem can be reformulated as:

Θ({zi,j}) =
∑
fi,j

[||RZ(fi,j)−RP (fi,j)||2 + β||zi,j − δ||2], (5)

We develop a more efficient sparse linear scheme to solve this optimization problem.

The Eq. (5) can be reformulated as:

Θ({zi,j}) = ||AX −B||, (6)

where A is a matrix derived from RZ(fi,j), B is a column vector derived from RP (fi,j).

The vertex height can be calculated by solving this standard least-squares problem

ATAX = ATB. (7)

After performing local shaping and global blending, we finally drag the original

planar points into the right positions, which satisfies all normal restrictions on the

facets of a mesh.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Figure 8. Bas-relief modeling results of Oldman with β=0.1 and different values of

δ: (a) input normal image; (b) δ=1; (c) δ=6; (d) δ=11; (e) δ=16; (f) the heights of

bas-reliefs from a different viewpoint.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 9. Bas-relief results of Buddha with δ=15 and different values of β: (a) input

normal image; (b) β=0.01; (c) β=0.1; (d) β=0.5; (e) β=1.0.

5. Experiments and Discussions

In this section, we demonstrate the practical applications of the proposed bas-relief

generation method. The algorithm is implemented by using C++ and OpenGL. All

experiments are performed on a PC with a 3.60GHz Intel core i7 and 16GB RAM.

The main goal of bas-relief generation is to reconstruct the scenario, whose shape is

similar to the original geometry. Our bas-relief modeling method mainly consists of two

parts: normal image adaptive resampling and normal-based bas-relief reconstruction.

In the first stage, the parameter k controls the resolution of resampled normal

image. Fig. 6 shows a series of resulting bas-reliefs with different parameter k. The

one-sided vertex-to-surface based Hausdorff distances DH are employed as a numerical

metric to evaluate the quality of our bas-relief result:

DH = {dist(v1,Mg), · · · , dist(vk,Mg)}, (8)

where t denotes the vertex number of the mesh, dist(·) is the L2 distance from the

vertex vi(i ∈ [1, t]) to the ground truth mesh Mg. In Fig. 7, we regard the bas-relief

modeling result without normal image resampling as the ground-truth.

A larger k tends to decrease the number of triangular facets and computational

time without lowering the visual effect. From Fig. 7, we can observe that our method
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generates bas-reliefs in a more efficient way without compromising quality of the shape.

Parameter k is loosely fixed as 5/9, which is given in order to provide a choice with a

reasonable tradeoff between the quality of bas-reliefs and the computational cost.

Figure 10. Bas-reliefs produced by our method from different normal images. The

first row is original input normal images, the second and third row are the respective

round- and flat-style resulting bas-reliefs.

In the second stage, we produce bas-reliefs with various heights and styles by

tunning two parameters δ and β in Eq. 5. The threshold δ is set to limit the height range

of resulting bas-relief, a larger δ leads to a higher bas-relief. Given a normal image, we

produce a sequence of bas-reliefs in an ascending order of δ, as shown in Fig. 8. A small

β keeps fine details with vivid 3D appearance, while a larger β compresses the overall

structure into a flatter result. We demonstrate the different effect of parameter β in

Fig. 9. Bas-reliefs with the styles of roundness and flatness generated from other input

normal images by our method are shown in Fig. 10.

Fig. 11 shows the comparisons of our method with other state-of-the-art methods
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Table 1. Comparison of computational time (seconds)

Model Schüller et al. [26] Weyrich et al. [20] Sun et al. [12] Ji et al. [13] Ours

Buddha 56.84 52.74 45.63 50.15 31.74

Oldman 25.37 21.92 19.89 20.54 15.31

Dragon 40.14 30.59 25.67 29.35 22.60

Armadillo 46.21 42.91 29.65 34.49 27.73

Figure 11. Bas-relief modeling on three typical models with abundant details. From

left to right: (a) input normal images; (b) Schüller et al. [26]; (c) Weyrich et al. [20];

(d) Ji et al. [13]; (e) Sun et al. [12] and (f) ours. The output height of all results is

0.5.

designed for bas-relief generation, including Weyrich et al. [20], Sun et al. [12], Ji et

al. [13] and Schüller et al. [26]. We report the Hausdorff distances DH between our

results and others’ in Table 2. Here, we use the bas-relief modeling result generated

by our method as the ground-truth. Therefore, we can know the numerical difference

between our result and others’. We can see that the result of our method preserves

geometry features as well as others. Compared to the regular image based methods, like

Sun et al. [12], one advantage of our method is that the triangles of an output mesh is

organized in a non-uniform format. For the models which have a large complexity, the

non-uniform format can significantly reduce the redundant computation on flat regions

while preserving their geometric details. Therefore, our results are more portable with

smaller sizes for many applications in practice. For example, each size of other bas-relief
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Figure 12. Bas-relief modeling of Armadillo. (a) synthetic normal image; (b) the

resulting bas-relief.

modeling results for Armadillo is about 64MB, while ours can be only 17MB. Because

the normal image is down-sampled, redundant information are eliminated while the

visual saliency is preserved.

Time Performance. We apply the proposed method to various normal images.

Time performance of each method on typical inputs is listed in Table 1. Matrix

factorization in global blending is the most time-consuming step, which is computed

only one time through the whole process of bas-relief reconstruction. We use TAUCS

to facilitate Cholesky factorization.

Our proposed method of bas-relief production is intuitive and easy to implement.

The motivation of our solution is to decrease trivial calculation on the heights of non-

feature regions as much as possible. In addition, we use the normal image instead of a

3D object as input to create bas-reliefs, thus our method is free of depth discontinuity.

Another advantage is that a normal image can be easily edited by general tools, like

Adobe Photoshop. For example, Fig. 12 shows a resulting bas-relief of a synthetic

normal image. From more examples in Fig. 13, we find that our method can generate

desirable bas-reliefs with different kinds of models. Fig. 14 shows a photograph taken

of the real machining result obtained for the digital bas-relief.

Limitations. Although our method competes favorably with existing methods

in visual quality and surface accuracy, it still has some limitations. First, in order

to better preserve the visual features, our method needs to solve a big sparse linear

equation system when the normal image is large and has abundant details. Second,

the proposed density function in the stage of normal image resampling may be not the

optimized one. It is difficult to directly measure the accuracy of bas-relief modeling

results quantitatively, which is more related to visual perception.
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Figure 13. Bas-relief modeling results of inputs: (a) normal image of Armadillo;

(b) the resulting bas-relief; (c) normal image of Lion; (d) the resulting bas-relief; (e)

normal image of Handwriting; (f) the resulting bas-relief.

Table 2. Hausdorff distance (DH) for different methods

Model Schüller et al. [26] Weyrich et al. [20] Sun et al. [12] Ji et al. [13]

Angle 0.1045 0.1834 0.1887 0.1557

Feline 0.1007 0.1769 0.1819 0.1936

Armadillo 0.1166 0.2047 0.1738 0.2106

6. Conclusion

Bas-relief is a form of sculpture in which shape is carved on a flat or round background.

Traditional artificial bas-relief production is costly and sometimes does damage to

human health while digital bas-relief modeling is efficient and harmless. In this paper,

we describe a novel semi-automatic system to produce bas-reliefs from editable normal

images. In order to avoid depth discontinuities, we use a normal image as input. First,

a density function is introduced as a numerical metric to achieve feature-aware normal

image resampling. We automatically detect feature carves and reassign normals along

the edges explicitly. Then, a discrete geometry processing (DGP) algorithm is conducted

to deform the mesh M to let facets follow the demanded normal vectors. We recover

a bas-relief mesh by performing local shaping and global blending, which are extended

from full 3D surface reconstruction. In the end, we demonstrate its applicability to
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Figure 14. A real machining result for the digital bas-relief. The result is obtained

by using a CNC 6040 2200W 3-axis machine.

generate bas-reliefs from a wide variety of normal images.
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